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1. Introduction of PseKNC-General 
PseKNC-General (the general form of pseudo k-tuple nucleotide composition) is 

a cross-platform stand-alone and open-source package that can be used to represent a 
DNA or RNA sequence with a discrete model or vector yet still keeping considerable 
sequence-order information, particularly the global or long-range sequence-order 
information via the physicochemical properties of its constituent oligonucleotides.  
2. Installation 

The PseKNC-General package can be run on Linux, Mac, and Windows systems. 
It not only provides a command line environment, but also a user-friendly graphical 
user interface (GUI).  

Download the package from http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/server/pseknc and extract it to 
a directory, for example, “~/usr”.  

To execute the PseKNC-General in command line environment, navigate to the 
“~/usr/pseknc/” directory and you will find two python files, namely “pseknc.py” and 
“autocorrelations.py”. The “pseknc.py” is used for calculating the K-tuple nucleotide 
compositions and pseudo k-tuple nucleotide compositions. The “autocorrelations.py” 
is used for calculating Moreau-Broto autocorrelation coefficient, Moran 
autocorrelation coefficient and Geary autocorrelation coefficient. 

To execute the PseKNC-General in GUI, navigate to the “~/usr/gui/” directory, 
and then double click the “PseKNC.jar” to execute the program. 
3. Input/Output formats 
3.1. Input format 

The input file should be a valid FASTA format that consists of a single initial line 
beginning with a greater-than symbol (“>”) in the first column, followed by lines of 
sequence data. The words right after the “>” symbol in the single initial line are 
optional and only used for the purpose of identification and description required. 
3.2. Output format 

The output file formats support three choices that are suitable for downstream 
computational analyses such as machine learning. The first and the default choice is 
the csv format. In this format, all data are separated by commas. The second one is the 
libsvm’s sparse data format. For this format, each line contains an instance and is 
ended by a '\n' character, like <index1>:<value1> <index2>:<value2> ... . The pair 
<index>:<value> gives a feature (attribute) value: <index> is an integer starting from 
1 and <value> is a real number. The third output format is the tab format. This format 
is similar to the csv format. The only difference is the separation characters between 
data are tabs. 
3.3. Physicochemical Properties Selection 

The Physicochemical Properties Selection file is a text file that contains a list of 
properties used for pseudo k-tuple nucleotide composition and autocorrelation 
calculations. For example, if you are interested in “Tilt” and “Shift” of DNA 
dinucleotides, the Physicochemical Properties Selection file should be written as 
follows, 

Tilt 
Shift 

After saving this file as “propNames.txt” and specifying it using the command “-x 
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propNames.txt”, the above two properties will be used in calculations.  
A complete list of Physicochemical Properties for DNA and RNA are provided as 

an Appendix of this guide. 
 

4. Commands 
4.1 Command line parameters for PseKNC.py 

Options Interpretations 

-h ,-?,-help Display a help screen  

-i <input file name> 

REQUIRED 

The input file should be a valid FASTA format that consists of a 

single initial line beginning with a greater-than symbol (“>”) in the 

first column, followed by lines of sequence data. The words right 

after the “>” symbol in the single initial line are optional and only 

used for the purpose of identification and description.  
-o <output file name> 

REQUIRED 

The results could be found in the output file. The program will 

overwrite the file if it has already existed. 
-x <property file name> 

REQUIRED 

Property file is a text file that contains the names of selected 

physicochemical properties. Every line of this file contains the 

name of a physicochemical property. 

-t <1 or 2> Type of PseKNC. 

1 - Type 1 PseKNC (default) 

2 - Type 2 PseKNC 

-k <2 or 3> Kind of oligonucleotide in PseKNC 

2 – Dinucleotide (default) 

3 - Trinucleotide 

-p  List the text files including the physicochemical properties, for 

which data is available for use in this program. Nothing needs to be 

entered after '-p'. 

-j <lambda parameter> The lambda parameter in the PseKNC algorithm can be any integer 

that smaller than the length of query DNA sequence. (default = 1) 

-w <weight factor> The weight parameter in the PseKNC algorithm can be a value 

between (0, 1]. (default = 1) 

-s If this argument is entered, it will calculate the k-tuple nucleotide 

composition of the query sequence. Therefore, the -j, -w and -x 

arguments are not required any more. But k must be specified. At 

this case, k can be 1, 2, …, or 6 and its default value is 2.  
-f  <tab or svm or csv> The output format can be selected from followings: 

(1) csv: This format can be loaded into a spreadsheet program. 

This is designated as the default format. 

(2) svm: The libSVM training data format. 

(3) tab: Simple format delimited by TAB. 

If this option is omitted, the csv format will be default. 
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4.2 Command line parameters for Autocorrelation.py 

Options Interpretations 

-h ,-?,-help Display a help screen  

-i <input file name> 

REQUIRED 

The input file should be a valid FASTA format that consists of a 

single initial line beginning with a greater-than symbol (“>”) in the 

first column, followed by lines of sequence data. The words right 

after the “>” symbol in the single initial line are optional and only 

used for the purpose of identification and description. required 
-o <output file name> 
REQUIRED 

The results could be found in the output file. The program will 

overwrite the file if it has already existed. 
-x <property file name> 
REQUIRED 

Property file is a text file that contains the names of selected 

physicochemical properties. Every line of this file contains the 

name of one physicochemical property. 

-a <Geary, Moran, and/or 

Moreau> 

REQUIRED 

Type of autocorrelation, one or more may be entered, separated by 

commas (ex. -a geary, moran, moreau). 

Moreau (or moreau) - Normalized Moreau–Broto autocorrelation 

Moran (or moran) - Moran autocorrelation 

Geary (or geary) - Geary autocorrelation 

-k <2 or 3> Kind of oligonucleotide 

2- Dinucleotide (default) 

3- Trinucleotide 

-p  List the text files including the physicochemical properties, for 

which data is available for use in this program. Nothing needs to be 

entered after '-p'. 
-j <lambda parameter> The lambda parameter in the PseKNC algorithm can be any integer 

that smaller than the length of query DNA sequence. (default = 1) 

 
4.3 Examples 

For user’s convenience, some examples of how to process a query sequence 
using command line are given below. 
 Example 1: List the text files including the physicochemical properties.     
 

 Example 2: Calculate the dinucleotide composition of the query sequence and 
output the result in Libsvm format. 
 
 

After running the above command, the following result will be found in 
“output.txt” file. 

 Example 3: Calculate the Type 1 pseudo dinucleotide composition of the query 
sequence and output the result in Libsvm format.     

pseknc.py -p 

pseknc.py -i test.txt -s -k 2 -f svm -o output.txt 

>Example1 
AGTCAGTTATGACATGACACACACAACATAGTCAGATCGACGA 
1:0.023 2:0.095 3:0.095 4:0.166 5:0.047 6:0.023 7:0.047 8:0.071 9:0.119 10:0.071 11:0.0 
12:0.0 13:0.19 14:0.0 15:0.047 16:0.0 
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After running the above command, the following result will be found in 
“output.txt” file. 

 
Example 4: Calculate the Geary autocorrelation of the query sequence and 

output the result in Libsvm format.   

After running the above command, the following result will be found in 
“output.txt” file. 

 
5. GUI usages 

For the convenience of users who are not familiar with command line options, 
the GUI shell is provided. The main interface of the GUI based shell program is 
shown in Figure 1. It includes three modules, namely “PseKNC”, “Autocorrelation” 
and “K-tuple Composition” that can be used to calculate the pseudo k-tuple nucleotide 
compositions, autocorrelation coefficient and k-tuple nucleotide compositions, 
respectively. 

 

Figure 1. The main interface of GUI shell 

Click the “PseKNC” button, the interface for calculating pseudo k-tuple 
nucleotide compositions will appear as shown in Figure 2. Upload the fasta file 
containing the query sequences (see section 3.1 for more detail) and the 

pseknc.py -i test.txt -x propNames.txt -k 2 -j 3 -w 0.5 -f svm -o out.txt 

>Example1 
1:0.0 2:0.03 3:0.0 4:0.018 5:0.024 6:0.006 7:0.042 8:0.024 9:0.012 10:0.048 11:0.0 12:0.0 
13:0.012 14:0.012 15:0.018 16:0.006 17:0.277 18:0.196 19:0.271 

autocorrelations.py -a Geary -i test.txt -o out.txt -x propNames.txt -k 2 -j 3 

>Example1 
AGTCAGTTATGACATGACACACACAACATAGTCAGATCGACGA 
---------------------------------- 
Properties: ['Tilt', 'Shift'] 
GEARY: [1.268, 1.481] 
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physicochemical properties selection file (see section 3.3 for more detail). Input the 
values for the two parameters lambda and weight. Choose the type of pseudo k-tuple 
nucleotide compositions, Type 1 or Type 2. Click “Get sequence” and “Get 
Properties”, then the names of the query sequences and available properties will be 
listed on the interface. When all the parameters are set, click the “Calculate” button to 
generate the desired pseudo k-tuple nucleotide compositions. The results not only can 
be shown on the screen, but also can be saved into a file with three optional formats, 
namely “tab”, “svm” or “csv” formats. 

 
Figure 2. The interface of PseKNC module in the GUI shell 

Click the “Autocorrelation” button, the interface for calculating pseudo k-tuple 
nucleotide compositions will appear as shown in Figure 3. Upload the fasta file 
containing the query sequences (see section 3.1 for more detail) and the 
physicochemical properties selection file (see section 3.3 for more detail). Input the 
value of the interspaces parameter into the box to the right of “Lambda”. Click “Get 
sequence” and “Get Properties”, then the names of the query sequences and available 
properties will be listed on the interface. When all the parameters are set, click the 
“Moran Autocorrelation”, “Geray Autocorrelation”, or “Moreau Autocorrelation” 
button to generate the corresponding types of autocorrelation coefficients. The results 
not only can be shown on the screen, but also can be saved into a file with three 
optional formats, namely “tab”, “svm” or “csv” formats. 
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Figure 3. The interface of Autocorrelation module in the GUI shell 

Click the “Ktuple Composition” button, the interface for calculating k-tuple 
nucleotide compositions will appear as shown in Figure 4. Upload the fasta file 
containing the query sequences (see section 3.1 for more detail). Input the characters 
considered, “A”, “C”, “G” and “T” are accepted for DNA sequences, while “A”, “C”, 
“G” and “U” are accepted for RNA sequences. Enter the value of “k” into the box to 
the right of “size of nucleotide”. Click “Get sequence”, then the names of the query 
sequences will be listed on the interface. When all the parameters are well set, click 
the “Calculate” button to generate the corresponding k-tuple nucleotide compositions. 
The results not only can be shown on the screen, but also can be saved into a file with 
three optional formats, namely “tab”, “svm” or “csv” formats. 

 
Figure 4. The interface of Ktuple Composition module in the GUI shell 
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6．Appendix 

Table A1. The physicochemical properties for DNA dinucleotides. 

Properties Reference Properties Reference Properties Reference

Base stacking [1] Sugimoto_dS [18] Roll_roll [29] 

Protein induced 

deformability 
[2] Watson-Crick_interaction [21] Twist_tilt [29] 

B-DNA twist [3] Twist [22] Twist_roll [29] 

Dinucleotide GC Content [4] Tilt [22] Tilt_roll [29] 

A-philicity [5] Roll [22] Shift_shift [29] 

Propeller twist [6] Shift [22] Slide_slide [29] 

Duplex stability(free 

energy) 
[7] Slide [22] Rise_rise [29] 

Duplex tability(disrupt 

energy) 
[8] Rise [22] Shift_slide [29] 

DNA denaturation [9] Stacking energy [23] Shift_rise [29] 

Bending stiffness [10] Bend [24] Slide_rise [29] 

Protein DNA twist [2] Tip [24] Twist_shift [29] 

Stabilising energy of 

Z-DNA 
[11] Inclination [24] Twist_slide [29] 

Aida_BA_transition [12] Major Groove Width [24] Twist_rise [29] 

Breslauer_dG [8] Major Groove Depth [24] Tilt_shift [29] 

Breslauer_dH [8] Major Groove Size [3] Tilt_slide [29] 

Breslauer_dS [8] Major Groove Distance [3] Tilt_rise [29] 

Electron_interaction [4] Minor Groove Width [24] Roll_shift [29] 

Hartman_trans_free_energy [13] Minor Groove Depth [24] Roll_slide [29] 

Helix-Coil_transition [14] Minor Groove Size [3] Roll_rise [29] 

Ivanov_BA_transition [15] Minor Groove Distance [3] Slide stiffness [22] 

Lisser_BZ_transition [16] Persistance Length [25] Shift stiffness [22] 

Polar_interaction [17] Melting Temperature [26] Roll stiffness [22] 

SantaLucia_dG [18] 
Mobility to bend towards 

major groove 
[27] Rise stiffness [22] 

SantaLucia_dH [18] 
Mobility to bend towards 

minor groove 
[27] Tilt stiffness [22] 

SantaLucia_dS [18] Propeller Twist [3] Twist stiffness [22] 

Sarai_flexibility [19] Clash Strength [3] Wedge [30] 

Stability [20] Enthalpy [7] Direction [30] 

Stacking_energy [1] Free energy [28] Flexibility_slide [31] 

Sugimoto_dG [18] Twist_twist [29] Flexibility_shift [31] 

Sugimoto_dH [18] Tilt_tilt [29] Entropy [32] 

Sugimoto_dS [18] Roll_roll [29]   
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Table A2. The physicochemical properties for RNA dinucleotides. 

 

Properties Reference Properties Reference Properties Reference

Shift [33] Tilt [33] Enthalpy [22] 

Hydrophilicity [34] Roll [33] Entropy [35] 

Slide [33] Twist [33] Free energy [35] 

Rise [33] Stacking energy [33]   

 

Table A3. The physicochemical properties for DNA tinucleotides. 

 

Properties Reference Properties Reference Properties Reference

Bendability (DNAse)  [36] Consensus_roll [37, 39] MW-Daltons [37] 

Bendability (consensus) [36] Consensus_Rigid [37, 39] MW-kg [37] 

Trinucleotide GC Content [37] Dnase I [40] Nucleosome [41] 

Nucleosome positioning [38] Dnase I-Rigid [40] Nucleosome-Rigid [41] 
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